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Many consider carburetion to be a ‘black art’, as finding 

the optimum jet setting can be tricky due to the many 

factors that have an effect - temperature, humidity, air 

density, engine setup, gearing, driving style, etc. While 

it sounds very complex, when you strip it back to basics 

it can become quite simple. Andrew Fallon, Tillotson 

Racing Product Engineer, shares some tips and general 

guidelines with Vroom readers. 

Tillotson supply carburetors for 
many engine types in karting 
(including Comer/Iame 60cc, 
Iame X30, KF, KFJ, Rotax Open, 
Easykart, etc.) and the following 
tips are applicable to all. First off, 
it is very important to maintain 
the carburetor in order to 
maximize engine performance. 

LOOKING AFTER 
YOUR CARB

TILLOTSON MAINTENANCE
on the technical side
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on the technical side
Check the pop-off 
pressure of the 
carburettor to see if 

it requires a DG Kit 
(Half) or RK Kit (Full 
including inlet needle 
and seat). If it is sealing 
well, it is necessary to 
fit a DG kit only; 
however if it is leaking 
or not sealing, it is 
advised to fit an RK kit. 

Remove the carb top 
and fuel filter gauze – 
below there are some 
dirt particles present, 
which must be blown 
out with compressed 

air or carb cleaner. 

Remove the 6 Torx screws to 
dismantle the metering and fuel 
pump covers from the main body.

Inspect the condition of the metering 
diaphragm to see if the convolution 
has lost shape and become flat – this 
results in incorrect metering of fuel and 
inconsistent carburetion.
Inspect the fuel pump diaphragm to 
see if the area around the fuel pump is 
‘sagging’, in which case it means it has 
become weak and as a result will not 
have the same pumping capacity as 
when fitted as new.

THE ARROW ABOVE SHOWS SOME SAGGING IN THE PUMP AREA OF THE 
PUMP DIAPHRAGM, WHICH IS ADVISABLE TO REPLACE IN THIS CONDITION. 
THE METERING DIAPHRAGM ON THE RIGHT IS STILL IN GOOD CONDITION 
AS THE CONVOLUTION HAS NOT LOST ITS SHAPE.

How to 
maintain 

your 
Tillotson 

carb
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TILLOTSON MAINTENANCE
on the technical side

Inspect the inlet control lever 
(paddle) to see the height - it is 
recommended to be flush with the 

body as shown below.

Spray the area with carb cleaner and 
blow out with compressed air – make 
sure no dirt particles pass into the inlet 
needle and seat area as this can cause 
the carb to leak.

IF YOUR TILLOTSON IS NOT SEALING:
it is necessary to fit an RK kit (full repair 
kit) – this can be caused by dirt in the 
fuel or if material becomes lodged 
between the inlet needle and seat.
After dismantling the metering and fuel 
pump plates, remove the screw holding 
in the inlet fulcrum arm, inlet tension 
spring and inlet needle. 

With your 
inlet seat 

tool, remove 
the seat and 

copper washer 
underneath.

BLOW OUT WITH CARB CLEANER AND COMPRESSED AIR IN THE INLET 
SEAT ORIFICE. 
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CLEAN THE METERING AND 
PUMP COVERS WITH CARB 

CLEANER AND COMPRESSED 
AIR.  FIT THE NEW GASKET AND 

DIAPHRAGMS, AND TIGHTEN 
THE TORX SCREW IN A CROSS 

PATTERN DIRECTION SO THE 
SEAL IS UNIFORM.

 

When the fuel cap is tight, double check the 
pop-off pressure to confirm it’s sealing well.

Re-set the carb setting to your ‘home’ position. 
We recommend using the QuickJet tool as it 

allows the user to be very precise, also ensuring 
repeatability with the setting of both high and 

low speed jets. 

Now insert the new 
copper washer and 
centralise.

Fit the new inlet seat 
and re-assemble with 
the new inlet needle.
With an adaptor piece, 
you can check if the 
carb is now sealing in 
the needle and seat 
before assembling fully.

Finally, check the butterfly position to 
ensure it’s set to give full throttle and it’s 

not going under or over the correct setting. 
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TILLOTSON MAINTENANCE
on the technical side

REMOVING AND CLEANING 
THE ADJUSTMENT JETS

For a complete overhaul of the 
carburettor, it is advisable to also 
remove both low and high speed 
jets.
Remove the rubber O Ring inside 
the orifice and inspect to see 
if there is damage. Replace if 
necessary.
Blow out with compressed air to 
ensure there is no dirt inside either 
low or high speed orifice and re-
assemble.

What Not To Do when maintaining your carb
It is equally important to know what ‘Not To Do’ when maintaining the carburettor, as damage 

to the body can hinder performance or even damage it beyond repair!

 When tightening the carb top, ensure not to torque the screw too tight; this can crack the 

plastic and will cause a leak.

 If the carburetor has not been re-kitted in a long time, the gasket material can sometimes 

stick to the body of the carburettor. This material should be removed but it is important not to 

damage the surface of the body. Do not use a sharp object, which will scratch or damage it 

affecting the sealing characteristic. We recommend using a very fine wire wool to remove this 

material.

 Ensure the inlet control lever (paddle) is flush to the body; if it is raised or lowered, adjust to 

only half the thickness of the lever itself. Be careful in making this adjustment – if set too low 

there may be a gap between the metering diaphragm button and the lever, which can cause 

poor throttle response; if set too high it may come in contact with the metering diaphragm 

button and cause poor sealing at the inlet seat.

 If fitting the inlet seat, make sure that the seat is on the correct thread. If it is cross-

threaded, it will no longer seal and the carburettor will no longer function.

 When re-seating (closing) the low and high speed jets, do not use added force or force this 

closed. This can increase the orifice opening and will cause a greater flow of fuel to enter the 

passage, meaning the optimum jet setting is likely to change. Tuners often mark the position 

where the jet is seated (closed) to monitor if the seating position is moving.

TO SEE A VIDEO OF HOW TO REBUILD YOUR TILLOTSON CARBURETOR VISIT THE 
TUTORIAL ON YOUTUBE: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=8nqYwDMK3_w
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FEW TUNING TIPS
It is important to establish a ‘home’ position or base setting where you are comfortable the engine will 
perform well. When this setting is found, mark the setting. This will make it easier not to get lost while 
tuning the carburetion at the circuit.
Avoid adjusting both low and high speed needles together on track – it is important not to get lost whilst 
making adjustments. Drivers and tuners have different preferences, but we recommend tuning the high 
speed jet alone - which will affect the whole acceleration range - and to make small increments (around 3 
minutes) and not a ¼ of a turn at a time! 
In order to understand if the engine wants more fuel ALWAYS alter the jet richer – many drivers think that 
running the engine lean will offer more performance, however a lack of fuel means there is no fuel to burn 
and this results in a lack of power! This will also improve the reliability of the engine!

NEXT MONTH WE WILL BE GOING INTO 
DETAIL OF THE RECOMMENDED SET UP FOR 

THE HW-27A CARBURETTOR DESIGNATED 
FOR USE ON THE IAME X30 ENGINE.
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